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Lensing changes the shape of galaxies by 1%

Bridle et al.

Telescopes and the atmosphere change their shapes by 15%

Need high resolution data!





Hildebrandt et. al (2016)

how clumpy

how much matter 



Hildebrandt et. al (2016)
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one wit

Joudaki et. al (2016)

1. New Physics 

dynamic equation
 of state

dark energy equation of state at a=1



2. Planck has missed something? 



PHOTOMETRY CALIBRATION 

4 methods 

REDUNDANCY 

2 image processing pipelines 
2 correlation function estimators 

BLINDING

OBSERVATIONS 

telescope design 
observing conditions 

COVARIANCE  

analytic prescription 
mock simulations

3. KiDS has missed something? 

SHAPE MEASUREMENT 

new shape measurement code 
image simulations
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KiDS i-band 

KiDS North

KiDS South
KiDS-450



KiDS i-band 

815 sq. deg. 

i<24.3 

zmed=0.61 

KiDS-450



Galaxy - Galaxy Lensing

spectroscopic  
foreground 

‘lens’
tangentially- sheared  

KiDS background galaxy

ΔΣ(R)

differential projected 
surface mass density

R

shapes and estimated 
photo-z’s



galaxy-galaxy  
lensing signal

radius from the lens

KiDS-450

Amon et. al (in prep)



galaxy-galaxy  
lensing signal

radius from the lens

KiDS-450

complete 
mag-limited

low-z LRGs

high-z LRGs

brighter 
low-z LRGs

brighter 
high-z LRGs





PHOTOMETRY CALIBRATION 
4 independent methods 

REDUNDANCY 
2 image processing pipelines 

2 correlation function 
estimators 

OBSERVATIONS 
telescope design 

observing conditions 

COVARIANCE 
analytic prescription 

mock simulations

SHAPE MEASUREMENT 
new shape measurement code 

extensive suite of image 
simulations

STRESS TEST 
galaxy-galaxy lensing test of  
2 different datasets on same 

patch of sky

Summary






